Write the letter names on the blanks below to solve the MYSTERY MESSAGE!

I H _ _ _ O _, HIS N _ M _ W _ S "SPOT", _ N _

WH _ N I _ _ LL _ _ H _ HOPP _ _ ! H OPP _ _ ! HOPP _ _ !

'TILL ON _ _ IN _ _ _ Y SPOT S _ W _ _ RO _ !

THAT'S WHEN SPOT KNEW HE WAS A DOG!
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1. This note, [music notation], is ______-flat.
   (D or B?)

2. RITARDANDO means to play gradually___________.
   (softer or slower?)

3. A FERMATA, [music notation], means to _____________.
   (staccato or hold the key down a little longer?)

4. This, [music notation], is the ______-clef because it originally was a big letter G: [music notation].
   (F or G?)

5. This, [music notation], is the ______-clef because it originally was a big letter F: [music notation].
   (F or G?)

6. These two notes, [music notation], are ______ & ______.

7. When two noteheads are attached to the same notestem, play the two notes at the SAME TIME. ______
   (yes or no?)

8. A FLAT SIGN, [music notation], means to go _______________ and play the very next key
   (forward or backward?)
   (either black or white).
Lazy Dog Blues

(orchestrated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in...
since there is a split measure, the 2 measure count-in will be 6 beats)

Slowly, please!
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